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Shusaku Game

In 1844, he left for another stay at Innoshima, this time staying for eighteen months.. [] The Encounter with Gennan In July 1846, during his travel back to Edo, Shusaku met, who is said to have been of strength, but had the bad luck of living in a time when there were several other extremely
strong players, especially.. Move 127 tips the balance, occupying the central point for the attack and defence of the bottom groups, expanding Black's moyo on top, limiting White's influence on the right, and providing to reduce White's territory on the left.. The first game on Black is Shusaku's
most famous and contains one of the most famous moves in go history: the.. Inoue Genan Inseki v Yasuda Shusaku, 1846-09-11, Despite a shaky opening, Shusaku claws his way back into the match.

[] His talent for go was discovered early, and by the age of six he was known as a go in the environs.. This was actually a great honor, because Gennan was indicating that Shusaku's strength was much greater than his rank indicated.. Shusaku Yamamoto PatentIn January 1837,, one of the strongest
players of the day, visited Innoshima, and played a game with Shusaku.. On 28 November 1839, Shusaku was awarded a professional 1- diploma The following year, during a one-year visit back home, he was awarded a yearly stipend by Lord Asano.. In the first game of this encounter, Shusaku
took two stones Gennan, realizing that he had no chance of winning, left the game unfinished and started a new game with Shusaku taking Black.
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In 1842 and '43, he was promoted to 3- and 4-dan respectively and started using the Shusaku-style opening.. Shusaku Yamamoto Patent[] Early Years Shusaku was born Kuwahara Torajiro (桑原虎次郎) on 5 May 1829, in Tonoura, Innoshima as the son of merchant Kuwahara Wazo.. He was so
impressed with the boy's ability that he invited him to become a pupil of the house in Edo.. Arriving back in Edo in September 1841, Shusaku was 'Shusaku' and promoted to 2-dan.. Lord Asano, the daimyo of the region, heard of the child's qualities After playing a game with him, Asano became
his patron, and allowed him to get lessons from his own personal trainer, (a player of professional level).. 91 games found, newest listed first: Date Event White Black Result; 1993-01-00: 42nd Oza: Inoue Shusaku: Moriyama Naoki: B+R.
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